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Concurrent transmission (CT) has been widely adopted to optimize the throughput of various data transmis-

sions in wireless networks, such as bulk data dissemination and high-rate data collection. In CT, besides the

possible data frame collision at receivers, we observe that acknowledgment frame (ACK) collision at senders

can also significantly diminish concurrency opportunities.

In this article, to avoid the potential ACK collision in CT, we propose ALIGNER which develops a new

transmission pattern to coordinate concurrent senders in a distributed manner. The key idea is to align the

silent periods of concurrent transmitters. To achieve this goal, we align the end of data frames concurrently

transmitted by several senders. Therefore, the potentially arriving ACKs can avoid a collision with ongoing

data transmissions because the concurrent senders are in a listening state to wait for receivers’ ACKs for a

short and fixed period. ALIGNER can be applied for both deterministic and opportunistic forwarding proto-

cols. It optionally uses a random back-off and slotted ACK mechanism to avoid a potential collision among

simultaneously arrived ACKs in opportunistic forwarding. In addition, ALIGNER adopts a tailor-made met-

rics to analyze the throughput benefit of concurrent transmission for both deterministic and opportunistic

data collection protocols. We have implemented ALIGNER in TinyOS and conducted extensive experiments

on a real testbed. Experimental results show that ALIGNER can significantly increase the concurrency op-

portunities in both deterministic (up to 105%) and opportunistic (up to 89.7%) forwarding compared with the

state-of-the-art CT methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The fast development of Internet-of-Things (IoT) [Atzori et al. 2010] boosts the explosive growth of
energy-constrained wireless devices. Low power wireless networks [Polastre et al. 2004] becomes a
major approach to connect the numerous devices into the Internet. Lora [LoRA-Alliance 2016] and
SigFox [Sigfox-Network 2016] can provide long-range wireless communication with infrastructure
mode. A client device connects to the Internet through a gateway. The data rate of a client is
usually very low to ensure energy efficiency and extend the lifetime. Meanwhile, ad-hoc wireless
networks (e.g., wireless sensor/mesh networks) are an alternative way to achieve large-scale and
low power IoT deployment. The inherent data rate is relatively larger than LoRa. However, it is
difficult to achieve high network throughput due to the long back-off time incurred by severe
signal interference.

Concurrent transmission (CT) is a promising approach to increase network throughput of var-
ious data transmissions, such as bulk data dissemination [Zhao et al. 2017; Zheng et al. 2015;
Vutukuru et al. 2008; Sha et al. 2009] and high-rate data collection [Liu et al. 2015, 2010; Eisenman
and Campbell 2007]. CT measures data delivery performance of each link under mutual inter-
ference,1 then exploits potential opportunities to concurrently transmit data packets in the pres-
ence of an “exposed terminal.” The effectiveness of CT depends on the success of both data frame
delivery and acknowledgment (ACK) reception. Existing methods [Sha et al. 2009; Lin and Hou
2007; Liu et al. 2015; Vutukuru et al. 2008; Shrivastava et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2010; Eisenman and
Campbell 2007; Lin et al. 2006; Brodsky and Morris 2009] capture the successful CT opportunities
by either measuring the bidirectional link quality [Liu et al. 2015; Eisenman and Campbell 2007] or
adopting delayed/windowed response [Chen et al. 2017; Sha et al. 2009] to avoid ACK loss which
cannot completely avoid the ACK collision. However, the ACK collision problem can significantly
diminish concurrency opportunities.

This problem gets worse in low power wireless networks where nodes work in duty-cycled
mode and each sender occupies the channel to transmit each data for a long time. Take a widely
used power management protocol, Low Power Listening (LPL) [Buettner et al. 2006] as illustrated
in Figure 1, as an example. In asynchronous low power wireless networks, to transmit a packet,
a sender needs to continuously transmit the same packets (called data frame) until the receiver’s
ACK is received or a pre-configured timer at the sender expires. A fixed time interval between
successive data frames is set to wait for potentially arriving ACK(s). The insistent channel access
of LPL increases the probability of mutual interference between concurrent senders, bringing about
a severe negative effect on ACK decoding. To quantify the benefit of CT, existing techniques have
to take the disappointing ACK reception into account so that miss potential opportunities for
successful concurrent transmissions.

In this article, we explore a new transmission pattern to eliminate the effect of the ACK collision
problem in CT. The fundamental insight is that as long as concurrent senders can simultaneously
complete their data frame transmissions, the shared channel will be completely clear during the

1Mutual interference denotes the transmission signal of concurrent senders interferes with packet decoding at receivers

and ACK decoding at the senders.
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Fig. 1. The basic mechanism of packet transmission in low power wireless sensor networks.

Fig. 2. Safe period for ACK reception when Alice and Bob simultaneously complete their data frame trans-

missions.

subsequent short and fixed period. In that period, as illustrated in Figure 2, senders can decode the
arriving ACK(s) without suffering from the mutual interference because all concurrent senders are
waiting for their receivers’ ACKs. In this way, existing CT approaches can remove the dependency
of concurrent transmission on successful ACK reception, and hence they have to only concern the
delivery ratio of data frames instead of ACK frames, which could significantly improve potential
concurrency opportunities. To achieve this goal, we propose ALIGNER to coordinate the data
transmissions of concurrent senders in a distributed manner. ALIGNER can accurately measure
the time of each transmission phase (such as transmitting preparation time, data frame on-air
time, and the processing time of each received data frame) between two successive data frames.
Once capturing a frame receiving event, ALIGNER immediately calculates the next data frame’s
transmitting time of the ongoing sender and aligns the transmitting time with the ongoing one.
As a result, two senders will simultaneously complete their data frame transmissions. To further
avoid the collision among multiple ACKs, ALIGNER uses random back-off and can optionally
adopt slotted ACK to disperse ACK arriving time. Moreover, we employ a tailor-made metric
which was proposed in COF [Liu et al. 2015] to analyze the feasibility of CT. ALIGNER can be
applied for both deterministic and opportunistic forwarding.

Overall, this article makes the following contributions:

—We propose a new CT pattern, ALIGNER, to avoid the potential ACK collision in CT. The
key idea is to align the silent periods of concurrent transmitters. As far as we know, this is
the first practical and effective method for fully avoiding ACK collision in CT (Section 3).

—By eliminating the effect of mutual interference on ACK decoding, we develop enhanced
metrics to analyze the feasibility of CT (Section 4). ALIGNER is adaptive to both determin-
istic and opportunistic forwarding protocols (Section 5).

We have implemented ALIGNER in TinyOS-2.1.1 [Levis and Gay 2009], and integrated it with
deterministic (CTP [Gnawali et al. 2009] and LPL [Polastre et al. 2004]) and opportunistic (ORW
[Landsiedel et al. 2012] and LPL) forwarding protocols. The extensive indoor testbed evaluation re-
sults demonstrate that ALIGNER can significantly improve transmission opportunities (Section 6).
ALIGNER is a necessary complement to existing CT methods. It can significantly improve the per-
formance of concurrent transmission by combining with existing CT methods. ALIGNER can also
apply to single-hop networks by scheduling the transmitting time of multiple concurrent senders
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via a central coordinator. However, the efficiency of ALIGNER will be unsatisfactory because in
single-hop networks the central receivers are usually always-on and senders should transmit to
the same receiver with different time or frequency spectrum.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the empirical studies to justify the
necessity of ALIGNER. The detailed design of ALIGNER is presented in Section 3. We further em-
ploy tailor-made metrics to analyze the feasibility of CT in Section 4. The implementation problems
and evaluation results are presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Section 7 presents related
work and Section 8 discusses some limitations on this work. We conclude this article in Section 9.

2 EMPIRICAL STUDY

In this section, we conduct empirical studies to demonstrate that

—ACK collision can seriously diminish transmission opportunities in CT;
—the simultaneous completion of senders’ data frame transmissions can fully eliminate the

effect of mutual interference on ACK decoding.

2.1 LPL

As illustrated by Figure 1, LPL is a common MAC-layer technique for reducing energy consump-
tion in low power wireless ad-hoc networks. With LPL, nodes asynchronously and periodically
wake up to a sample wireless channel to detect activity. In a low power ad-hoc network with ex-
tremely low traffic, LPL can make sensor nodes remain in silent state as much as possible for saving
energy. While in burst traffic scenario and dynamic environment, LPL can provide a much more
reliable data delivery service compared with the Low Power Probing [Dutta et al. 2010a] mecha-
nism. Furthermore, LPL can be seamlessly adopted by various types of data forwarding protocols,
such as deterministic [Gnawali et al. 2009] and opportunistic [Landsiedel et al. 2012] forwarding
protocols. Up to now, LPL has been widely adopted in practically deployed wireless sensor net-
works [Mo et al. 2009; Dyo et al. 2010; Mao et al. 2012]. However, by adopting LPL to transmit a
packet, since the wake-up schedule is usually asynchronous, a sender will keep occupying a wire-
less channel until its packet is successfully delivered. If a neighboring node also has a packet to
transmit at this time, it should keep the radio on to repeat the same carrier sense-defer process.

2.2 Quantification of Exposed Terminals

In this section, we first quantify the proportion of suppressed opportunities of CT in exposed
terminals. On this basis, we further show the effect of ACK collision on turning exposed terminals
into transmission opportunities.

We conduct experiments to test the performance of deterministic forwarding (denoted as DF)
and opportunistic forwarding (OF), respectively, in an indoor testbed with 50 Telosb motes as illus-
trated by Figure 3. These nodes are controlled by a central computer through wireline connections.
The performance of DF is evaluated by using the standard open source code of CTP [Gnawali et al.
2009], and we use the open source ORW [Landsiedel et al. 2012] to test the performance of OF.
Both of them are built upon LPL.

For each experiment, no matter whether the testbed nodes execute DF or OF protocol, we ran-
domly select two nodes as senders by restricting that the two are within the carrier sense range
of each other. The selected senders will immediately generate a new packet to transmit once the
previous one has been successfully delivered. Each of the rest of the network nodes generates a
packet every 10 minutes. Except that the sink node’s radio is set to always-on, all other nodes are
set to wake up every 512 ms. The selected senders and their corresponding receivers form different
structures as shown in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) denotes each sender’s receiver is not interfered with by
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Fig. 3. Indoor testbed with 50 Telosb motes deployed on our 40 × 70 m2 office. Red node without ID denotes

sink node.

Fig. 4. Different scenarios of data forwarding ((a), (b), and (c)).

the other sender, Figure 4(b) presents the opposite case, and Figure 4(c) denotes only one sender’s
receiver is interfered with by the other sender. Different from the first three cases, Figure 4(d) de-
notes each sender has a set of candidate receivers with spatial diversity in OF. For each experiment,
we repeat it by setting the two selected senders’ network parameter configuration to each of the
following four cases:

—Enabled CSMA and ACK required mechanism (marked as csma_ack): Contention-based for-
warding;

—Disabled CSMA and ACK required mechanism (nocsma_ack): In CT, a sender will not gen-
erate a new packet until the previous one has been acknowledged;

—Disabled CSMA and no ACK required mechanism (nocsma_noack): In CT, each data frame
is assigned with a different data sequence number and receivers are not required to reply
ACK;

—Disabled CSMA and synchronized data frame transmission (nocsma_syn_ack): In CT,
senders are synchronized to simultaneously complete their data frame transmissions and
receivers are required to reply ACK. Central controller synchronizes senders’ data frame
transmissions with negligible error.

Except for the two selected senders, the other nodes’ CSMA mechanism is enabled always. No
matter whether DF or OF protocol, we repeat 150 experiments by selecting different senders each
time. By setting the senders’ network parameter to each one of the above four cases, each re-
ceiver removes duplicate packets and reports the number of received packets to a central com-
puter through a wireline connection. According to the duration of each experiment, we compute
the average throughput (packets per second that is marked as pkt/s) of the four cases and mark
them as Tcsma_ack , Tnocsma_ack , Tnocsma_noack , and Tnocsma_syn_ack , respectively. Then we further

calculate the throughput gap (TET
дap ) between csma_ack and nocsma_noack according to

TET
дap = Tcsma_ack − Tnocsma_noack . (1)
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Fig. 5. The quantified exposed terminals in deterministic data forwarding (a) and the effect of ACK collision

on harnessing exposed terminals (b).

Fig. 6. The quantified exposed terminals in opportunistic data forwarding (a) and the effect of ACK collision

on harnessing exposed terminals (b).

The gap denotes throughput difference when CSMA is enabled and CT is fully adopted in the same
experimental scenario. For the latter of Equation (1), the effect of ACK collision on data delivery is
completely eliminated because each sender immediately transmits the next packet without waiting
for the previous packet’s ACK. We plot the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the 150 TET

дaps

in Figure 5(a), and the corresponding CDF of TET
дap ’s of OF in Figure 6(a), respectively. As shown

by the figures, to transmit a packet in no matter low power DF or OF, by disabling the CSMA
mechanism and completely eliminating the effect of ACK collision on data delivery, a great portion
of transmissions can achieve higher throughput (see the minus shaded zones of Figures 5(a) and
6(a)) than the case with CSMA enabled. It means there are many data transmissions (i.e., 49% of
deterministic forwarding and 64% of opportunistic forwarding in our experiments) suffering from
the exposed terminal problem.

The experimental results indicate there are still great potential opportunities for CT in low
power ad-hoc networks, no matter deterministic forwarding or opportunistic forwarding. Existing
CT approaches [Liu et al. 2015; Sha et al. 2009; Eisenman and Campbell 2007] only harness a very
limited part of exposed terminals because they require that both packet delivery and ACK reception
are likely to succeed. However, if concurrent senders interfere with each other, existing approaches
fail to exploit these opportunities. As a matter of fact, successful packet delivery is the ultimate aim
of the forwarding protocol, and an ACK is just a sign of successful data delivery. Retransmission
caused by ACK loss directly hurts performance and will pay a big price to recover it. Next, we
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quantify the effect of ACK collision on performance, and discuss the feasibility of ACK collision
avoidance in CT for low power ad-hoc networks.

2.3 Effect of ACK Collision on Harnessing Exposed Terminals

For each experimental scenario corresponding to the minus shaded zones of both Figures 5(a) and
6(a), we use two additional experimental results (nocsma_ack and nocsma_syn_ack) to further cal-
culate the throughput gap, TnoACK

дap , between nocsma_noack and nocsma_ack, and the throughput

gap, T
synACK
дap , between nocsma_syn_ack and nocsma_ack according to the following two formulas:

TnoACK
дap = Tnocsma_noack − Tnocsma_ack ,

T
synACK
дap = Tnocsma_syn_ack − Tnocsma_ack ,

where TnoACK
дap denotes the throughput improvement by completely eliminating the effect of ACK

collision on data delivery in CT, and T
synACK
дap denotes the throughput improvement by eliminating

the effect of mutual interference on ACK decoding in CT. We plot the CDF of computed TnoACK
дap ’s

(marked as without ACK ) and T
synACK
дap ’s (marked as synchronized ACK ) in Figures 5(b) and 6(b),

respectively.
As shown in the figures, the vast majority of potential CT opportunities suffer from ACK colli-

sion resulting from mutual interference. By synchronizing concurrent senders’ data frame trans-
mission to eliminate the effect of mutual interference on ACK decoding, compared with existing
CT strategies (with the same network parameter of nocsma_ack), there are more than 95% exposed
terminals in DF and more than 97% in OF which can be fully turned into transmission opportuni-
ties. By synchronizing concurrent transmission (nocsma_syn_ack), the effectiveness of harnessing
exposed terminals is significantly improved, in both DF and OF, which is visually expressed as the
green dashed area (Zone 1).

Note that except for the mutual interference, there is another factor affecting ACK decoding
at concurrent senders: ACK loss due to the collision of multiple incoming ACKs or the burstness
of wireless link. Hence, when CT protocol is not required to acknowledge each received packet
(nocsma_noack), it can achieve the optimal throughput compared with both nocsma_ack and noc-

sma_syn_ack. The gap between nocsma_noack and nocsma_syn_ack denotes the effect of the sec-
ond factor on ACK decoding (see Zone 2 in both Figures 5(b) and 6(b)). In DF, Zone 2 is smaller
than Zone 1 because the probability that multiple ACKs simultaneously arrive at the senders in low
power ad-hoc networks is extremely small. In contrast, in OF, this probability is non-negligible be-
cause each sender could have several candidate receivers.

The empirical studies shed light on the existence of great potential transmission opportunities
in the presence of exposed terminals and the serious effect of ACK collision on turning exposed
terminals into transmission opportunities. Furthermore, the experimental results provide key in-
sights we use to address this problem: synchronized concurrent transmission for simultaneously
completing senders’ data frame transmissions can effectively eliminate the effect of mutual in-
terference on ACK decoding. Additionally, the results prompt us to further resolve ACK collision
when multiple ACKs arrive at senders simultaneously for opportunistic forwarding protocols.

However, it is not trivial to achieve ACK collision avoidance. In essence, the difficulty is that in a
distributed ad-hoc network, data forwarding is unpredictable, hence it is infeasible to synchronize
each data frame transmission of concurrent senders. Furthermore, if data frames of the concurrent
senders are in different sizes, how to guarantee the same completion time of each concurrent
senders’ data frame forwarding brings a new challenge to ACK collision avoidance. To address
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Fig. 7. Overview design of ALIGNER. A and B are within the carrier sense of each other. C and D are their

potential receivers, respectively. By synchronizing, B and A simultaneously complete their data frame trans-

mission.

this problem, in the next section, we introduce the detailed design of ALIGNER to harness exposed
terminals for data forwarding protocols.

3 DESIGN OF ALIGNER

In this section, we first give an overview of ALIGNER. Then, we introduce the detailed design of
ALIGNER. Finally, we introduce an optional back-off mechanism to avoid potential ACK collision
when multiple ACKs simultaneously arrive.

3.1 Design Overview

The overview of ALIGNER is illustrated in Figure 7. Nodes A and B are within the carrier sense
range of each other. They are transmitting packet to C and D, respectively. When B hears a data
frame transmitted from A, it first confirms whether CT is better according to an enhanced forward-

ing metric introduced in Section 4. If CT is benefit for overall network performance, by checking
the data frame size of A and itself, B synchronizes the schedule of its own data frame transmission
to A; namely, they simultaneously complete their data frame transmissions.

When the schedule of data frame transmission is determined, B periodically transmits the same
data frame until D’s ACK is received. The cycle of each data frame transmission is set to a fixed
time span (Tf ixed_span ) in ALIGNER. By repeatedly transmitting the same data frame, B disables
the CSMA mechanism to guarantee an invariable time span between two successive data frame
transmissions.

When two concurrent senders simultaneously complete their data frame transmissions, in the
following time (e.g., a few milliseconds), the senders will not interfere with each other because
both of them are “silent” to wait for the potentially arriving ACK(s). During the interference-free
period as shown in Figure 7, B successfully decodes an ACK replied by D. When B completes its
data forwarding, A continues to forward its data frame according to the pre-set data frame span
and disables the CSMA mechanism until C receives its data frame and replies an ACK to A.

By adopting ALIGNER, a new sender should overhear a full data frame transmitted by an ongo-
ing sender to make a correct transmission decision. Compared with a traditional data forwarding
mechanism, if the shared channel is not free, rather than keeping the radio on and repeating the
same carrier sense-defer process to obtain access to the channel, a new sender can decide whether
it can quickly access the busy channel once it overhears an ongoing data frame. Compared with the
energy consumption for idle waiting, the slight energy consumption for overhearing an ongoing
data frame is cost-effective.

Note that during the interference-free period for ACK reception, although the concurrent
senders do not interfere with each other, ACK decoding might also fail due to the interference from
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Fig. 8. Zooming in to the events timeline of the synchronization process in ALIGNER. By capturing the SFD

interruption at tS F D and frame receiving event at tcap , B calculates t2 that A will transmit the next data

frame.

Table 1. Description of Several Time Intervals

Notation Descriptions

Ttx_InRadio Time span from triggering a transmitting command strobe to the time point when the

first bit is emitted by antenna. Ttx_InRadio is almost a constant for each sensor node.

Ton_air On-air time of a data frame. Ton_air is determined by the data frame size and

radio data rate.

Tr x_InRadio Time span from receiving the signal of the last bit of the arriving data frame to

capturing a data frame receiving event. Tr x_InRadio is almost a constant.

Tcheck_syn Analytical time of the feasibility of concurrent transmission.

Ttx_t imer The timer interval of Tx Timer. When Tx Timer fires, ALIGNER immediately triggers

the frame transmitting command strobe to start transmitting its data frame.

other simultaneously arrived ACKs in opportunistic forwarding scenarios where each sender has
a set of potential receivers. To address this issue, ALIGNER can optionally adopt random backoff

mechanism presented in Section 3.4 to further diminish ACK collision. In the following section, we
present the design of ALIGNER in detail.

3.2 Synchronization Principle

The detailed events timeline of the synchronization process is given in Figure 8. Node A is an ongo-
ing sender. Tf ixed_span equals the time span between two successive STXON strobes corresponding
to t1 and t2, respectively. STXON strobe is hardware instruction to start data transmission. In this
period, A first triggers STXON at t1 to start data frame transmission. After a fixed period of time
(referred to as Ttx_InRadio ), the signals of data frame are emitted by an antenna. During the period
of Ttx_InRadio , the bit stream of the data frame is continuously encoded and modulated. The data
frame transmission will last for a certain time, which is called data frame on-air time and denoted
as Ton_air . The explanations of time intervals as shown in Figure 8 are listed in Table 1.

ACM Transactions on Sensor Networks, Vol. 16, No. 4, Article 40. Publication date: September 2020.
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Fig. 9. SFD pin activity examples during transmit and receive in CC2420.

In the meantime, B demodulates and decodes the arriving signals. As shown in Figure 9, in re-
ceive mode, the start of frame delimiter (SFD) pin of radio chip [Instruments 2007b] goes high
after the SFD field has been completely received. The SFD pin goes low again only after the last
byte of data frame has been received. Hence, in Figure 8, when A finishes the transmission of the
last byte, B (almost) simultaneously generates SFD interrupt at tS F D . By successfully decoding the
data frame and conducting the CRC verification, after almost a fixed period of time (marked as
Tr x_InRadio in the figure), the network system signals a data frame reception event at time point
Tcap . By capturing the event, ALIGNER uses the collected information to analyze the feasibility of
CT according to the metric presented in Section 4. The analytical time is marked as Tcheck_syn . If
network performance cannot get benefit from CT, B defers the transmission of the pending packet
and repeats the carrier sense-defer process. Otherwise, ALIGNER grabs the current time (marked
as tnow ) and calculates the time of the next data frame transmission (marked as tconcurr ent ), which
is introduced in the next section in detail. Then, it immediately activates a Tx Timer (as shown in
Figure 8). The timer will fire at tconcurr ent . We mark the timer interval from tnow to tconcurr ent as
Ttx_t imer . When Tx Timer expires, B immediately triggers STXON strobe to concurrently trans-
mit its data frame with A. Because ALIGNER disables the CSMA mechanism when repeatedly
transmitting the same data frame, both A and B will simultaneously complete their data frame
transmissions, even though their data frames may be in different sizes. Hence, the timeline can
be divided into five successive parts: Ttx_InRadio , Ton_air , Tr x_InRadio , Tcheck_syn , and Ttx_t imer .
Because capturing the SFD signal is a generic approach for various wireless communication, the
strategy mentioned above for accurate timing is easy to accomplish and applicable to various ap-
plication scenarios.

3.3 Data Frame Synchronization

As illustrated in Figure 8, by capturing SFD interruption at tS F D and subsequently obtaining the
successful packet reception event at tcap , as a deferred sender, B knows the ID of the ongoing
sender and the size (marked as m Bytes) of the corresponding packet. Taking tS F D as the refer-
ence time, ALIGNER first calculates the relative time of t1. Then, according to the fixed cycle of
data frame transmission, ALIGNER further calculates the relative time of the next STXON strobe
triggering time t2. Finally, by considering the difference of the packet size of A and B, ALIGNER
schedules B’s STXON strobe triggering time in order to let them simultaneously complete data
frame transmissions.
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Relative time of t 1. The time span between t1 and tS F D can be divided into two parts:
Ttx_InRadio and Ton_air . Ttx_InRadio is the time span from triggering a transmitting command
strobe to the time point when the first bit begins to be emitted by the antenna. Ttx_InRadio is
a constant for each sensor node. In the widely applied radio chip CC2420 [Instruments 2007b],
Ttx_InRadio is equivalent to a 12 symbols period as shown in Figure 9. Ton_air is determined by
packet size (m Bytes) and radio data rate π (kbps). As shown in Figure 9, the packet contains the
MAC protocol data unit, preamble header, SFD byte, and length byte. Then, the on-air time of A’s
data frame can be expressed as

Ton_air =
8m

π
ms . (2)

Note that the precision of the existing timer in the sensor node can be less than a millisecond.
For example, the precision of the Telosb [Polastre et al. 2005] node is jiffy, which is equal to one
30-secondms . Hence, Tдap_f r ame can be accurately expressed as

Ton_air =
256m

π
jiffy.

Then, we compute the relative time of t1 corresponding to the reference time tS F D by

t1 = tS F D − Ton_air − Ttx_InRadio . (3)

Relative time of t 2. Based on the relative time of the previous STXON strobe triggered by A,
ALIGNER further calculates the relative time for triggering the next STXON strobe. Because the
time interval between two successive STXON strobes is constant in ALIGNER, t2 can be directly
expressed as

t2 = t1 + Tf ixed_span = tS F D − Ton_air − Ttx_InRadio + Tf ixed_span . (4)

Scheduled transmitting time. By analyzing the feasibility of CT and computing the time
point of A’s next STXON strobe time, B should first calculate the on-air time gap, referred to as
Tдap_f r ame , between on-air time of both A’s and B’s data frames. For simplicity, we mark the packet
size of B as n Bytes. Then, Tдap_f r ame is calculated by

Tдap_f r ame =
(n −m) × 8

π
ms, (5)

which equals (n−m)×256
π

jiffies. If Tдap_f r ame is positive, which means B’s data frame size is larger
than that of A, B should trigger its transmitting strobe ahead of A by Tдap_f r ame ms . Otherwise,
later than A by Tдap_f r ame ms . Hence, B should trigger its packet transmitting strobe at the time
point tconcurr ent that can be expressed as

tconcurr ent = t2 − Tдap_f r ame . (6)

By getting to know the time of triggering the STXON strobe of itself’s data frame, B should
activate a transmission timer (marked as Tx Timer in Figure 8) to expire at tconcurr ent . By grabbing
the current time tnow , ALIGNER calculates the timer interval Ttx_t imer according to

Ttx_t imer = tconcurr ent − tnow . (7)

Once the timer expires, B should immediately trigger STXON strobe to transmit its data frame.
Then, nodes A and B will concurrently transmit their data frames and simultaneously complete
their transmissions. Note that ALIGNER exploits the captured SFD signal to achieve synchroniza-
tion between neighboring senders. By getting the time of SFD signals of the neighboring sender’s
data frame, ALIGNER can synchronize them immediately. Hence, the clocks drift between neigh-
boring nodes cannot affect the accuracy of temporary synchronization.
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Fig. 10. Random back-off mechanism and slotted time. Receiver randomly selects a time slot to reply an

ACK to sender.

3.4 Random Back-Off with ALIGNER

The above design of ALIGNER can make concurrent senders simultaneously complete their data
frame transmissions. In the following very short period of time, the concurrent senders will keep
their radios in idle listening state to wait for the potentially arriving ACKs. Hence, the synchro-
nized CT can eliminate the impact of mutual interference on ACK decoding. This mechanism is
effective if only one receiver replies an ACK after each data frame transmission. For data forward-
ing protocols that each sender has only one receiver, the probability of this case is high. But it is
inevitable to avoid ACK collision when multiple receivers simultaneously reply their ACKs. For
example, in opportunistic forwarding, a sender could have several candidate receivers. There may
be multiple receivers keeping the radio on and each of them simultaneously replies an ACK to
the sender once receiving the same data frame. In opportunistic forwarding, because potential
receivers decide whether to forward a data packet according to the routing metric [Landsiedel
et al. 2012], rather than the sender’s identification, the backcast [Dutta et al. 2010b] mechanism
is disabled in opportunistic forwarding. On that basis, the multiple arrived ACKs without strict
synchronization are likely collided. Hence, the jointed signal of different receivers significantly
reduces the ACK decoding ratio of the sender.

To further reduce ACK collision in opportunistic forwarding, ALIGNER can optionally adopt
a random back-off mechanism and slotted time to reply an ACK. As shown in Figure 10, once a
receiver successfully decodes a data frame from its child node, it immediately divides the following
silent period (Twaitinд) into N slots. Slot size is set to an ACK transmission time Tack . Hence,

N =
Twaitinд

Tack
.

T waitinд is related to the data frame transmission cycle which is denoted as Tf ixed_span , the turn-
around time Tturnaround for software ACK, and the max packet size MAX. Then,

Twaitinд = Tf ixed_span −
MAX × 8

π
− Tturnaround .

By computing the number of slots and each slot’s starting time, the receiver randomly selects a
slot i to reply ACK, and immediately activates a timer which will expire at the ith time slot. Then,
the receiver triggers the ACK transmitting command strobe.
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Note that for data forwarding, the slotted ACK mechanism is unnecessary to a great degree
because the ACK collision ratio in low power networks is extremely low. ALIGNER can set the
time span between consecutive data frames to the minimal ACK waiting time to reduce radio-on
time. However, for opportunistic forwarding, the slotted ACK mechanism can effectively reduce
ACK collision. ALIGNER can optionally adopt the slotted ACK mechanism, depending on which
forwarding strategy it uses.

4 CONCURRENT TRANSMISSION METRICS

As mentioned above, if a sender has a packet to transmit while the channel is busy, once it hears
a data frame transmitted by an ongoing sender and captures the data frame reception event, it
should analyze the feasibility of CT according to the adopted metric. Based on the inherent ACK
collision avoidance ability of ALIGNER, in this section, we introduce enhanced CT metrics for data
forwarding protocols.

CT metrics is used to quantify the benefit of concurrent transmissions. In this article, we define
the benefit as the instantaneous throughput improvement which was previously proposed in COF
[Liu et al. 2015]. To quantify the instantaneous throughput of CT, it is necessary to measure each
link’s success probability of packet delivery. Under the condition of CT, it is denoted as conditional
packet delivery ratio (cpdr) by COF. In this article, we will not introduce the mechanism of com-
puting cpdr in detail because ALIGNER works above the link estimation layer and can use different
link estimation modules.

Here, we define the cpdr as the probability, Pk
i, j , that receiver j can receive the packet transmitted

by sender i when neighbor k is concurrently transmitting. P �i, j denotes the link quality from sender

i to receiver j when there is no other ongoing sender. We assume each node has successfully
measured the cpdr of each link. Then, we introduce how to quantify the benefit of concurrent
transmission in both DF and OF.

4.1 Deterministic Forwarding Metric

In deterministic forwarding, we assume that nodes A and B are within the carrier sense range
of each other, C is A’s parent node (receiver), and D is B’s parent node. Then A can compute
conditional bidirectional link quality (CLQ) between A and C when B is concurrently transmitting
according to

CLQB
A,C = PB

A,C × P�C,A. (8)

In the same way, B computes CLQA
B,D according to

CLQA
B,D = PA

B,D × P�D,B .

The computation of CLQ has considered the influence of CT on receivers’ data frame decoding,
but the ACK decoding at each concurrent sender is considered to be free from mutual interference.
Because ALIGNER can effectively eliminate the impact of mutual interference on ACK decoding,
it is sensible and reasonable to compute CLQ with P�

C,A (or P�
D,B ).

Then, the benefit, Tbenef it , of CT for node B can be computed according to

Tbenef it (B,A) =
(
CLQB

A,C + CLQA
B,D

)
− CLQ�A,C , (9)

where the former is the instantaneous throughput of both A and B by concurrently transmitting,
and the latter denotes the instantaneous throughput of A when there is no concurrent transmis-
sion. If Tbenef it (B,A) satisfies the condition of

Tbenef it (B,A) >= ω, (10)
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B deems that it is better to concurrently transmit than to do carrier sense and defer. ω is a com-
pensation value for the extra consumption (e.g., energy or extra transmission) of B’s joining in.
We will further discuss the impact of ω on performance in Section 5.

4.2 Opportunistic Forwarding Metric

Different from deterministic forwarding, opportunistic forwarding takes the earliest forwarding
opportunity instead of a deterministic receiver. The transmission opportunities include all the
neighbors that are awake and can offer sufficient routing progress. Hence, a sender could have a
set of candidate receivers with spatial diversity (different location) and temporal diversity (waking
up at different times). We define Si as the receiver set of sender i . If any one of the receivers receives
i’s packet and replies an ACK to i , the forwarding is successful. We assume that nodes A and B

are within the carrier sense range of each other. Then A can compute the CLQ between A and its
receiver set SA when B is concurrently transmitting according to

CLQB
A,SA
= 1 −

∏

i ∈SA

(
1 − PB

A,i × P�i,A
)
, (11)

where PB
A,i × P�

i,A denotes the probability that both a packet from A to receiver i and the replied

ACK from i to A succeed during the period of CT, and
∏

i ∈SA
(1 − PB

A,i × P
�
i,A) denotes A cannot

receive an ACK from any candidate forwarder. Note that CLQB
A,SA

only indicates the influence of

B’s transmission on A’s data forwarding. In the same way, B can compute CLQA
B,SB

.

According to the computed CLQs, node B computes the benefit of CT according to

Tbenef it (B,A) =
(
CLQB

A,SA
+ CLQA

B,SB

)
− CLQ�A,SA

. (12)

If Tbenef it (B,A) satisfies the condition of Equation (10), B deems that concurrent transmission
is expected in preference to transmission in sequence. The discussion of ω in opportunistic for-
warding is given in the next section and we discuss the overhead imposed by the computation of
concurrent transmission metrics in Section 8.

4.3 Information Collection for Metrics Construction

To construct concurrent transmission metrics for each node, as shown by Equations (9) and (12),
ALIGNER needs to get the bidirectional cpdr between itself and each of its candidate receivers.
According to the metrics, ALIGNER can instantly decide to transmit in a concurrent way or not.

ALIGNER adopts two ways to share the maintained cpdrs to all neighboring nodes by exploiting
network probe and data packet footer, respectively. The footer is defined as the extra space of the
difference between the maximum payload size and the actual payload size. Without changing the
original mechanism of probe transmission, ALIGNER only broadcasts a probe carrying cpdrs with
a long time interval. In ALIGNER, the interval is adaptively set to 5–10 minutes according to
traffic load. A probe will not be concurrently transmitted with another ongoing sender by setting
a specific concurrency flag, and any data transmission is banned to concurrently transmit with a
broadcast probe. Moreover, we further utilize the free space of system network probes by adding
the most recently updated cpdrs into probe footer.

Additionally, ALIGNER also exploits the possible opportunity of small data packets, which have
free space to carry potential cpdrs. By attaching the most recently updated cpdrs into the appointed
packet footer, each node could quickly disseminate the recently updated cpdrs. Note that the ex-
ploitation of data packet is independent of probe transmission, and ALIGNER doesn’ât guarantee
the attached cpdrs can be heard by all neighboring nodes. As time goes on, each node can collect
sufficient information of cpdrs to calculate and update concurrent transmission metrics.
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Table 2. Several Useful

Parameters of ALIGNER

Time span Value
Ttx_InRadio 192 μs

Ton_air [576, 4256] μs
Tf ixed_span 8ms
Tturnaround 192 μs

π 250 kbps

Note that ALIGNER can collaborate with existing CT approaches. On that basis, the metrics
construction and information collection are completed by the collaborative CT approaches.

5 IMPLEMENTATION OF ALIGNER

We have implemented ALIGNER based on LPL [Buettner et al. 2006] in TinyOS-2.1.1 [Levis and
Gay 2009]. As mentioned in Sections 3 and 4, several implementation details are further discussed
in this section, including the determination of ALIGNER’s parameters for synchronization of data
frame transmission, determination of the value ofω for both DF and OF, and the effect of synchro-
nization error on performance. To begin with, we give a summary of several system parameters
of ALIGNER in Table 2.

5.1 Synchronization Parameters

As mentioned in Section 3, for ease of understanding, the synchronization process has been di-
vided into five consecutive time spans: Ttx_InRadio , Ton_air , Tr x_InRadio , Tcheck_syn , and Ttx_t imer .
While in fact, only Ttx_InRadio and Ton_air have been used to compute the next data frame trans-
mitting time. Note that ALIGNER can accurately calculate Ton_air by Equation (2) once ALIGNER
successfully decodes the data frame of ongoing sender. Moreover, Ttx_t imer is a constant value.
For example, in CC2420 [Instruments 2007b], the Ttx_t imer equals a 12 symbols period as shown
in Figure 9. In other radio chips [Instruments 2007a, 2007c], the value of Ttx_t imer may be differ-
ent due to the use of different coded modulation technology, but the invariance property fits to all
radio chips.

In addition, although Tr x_InRadio is not directly used to compute the data frame transmitting
time, it is necessary to measure its value for determining the accurate timestamp of the SFD falling
edge as shown in Figure 9. The time interval between tS F D and tcap is almost invariant.

5.2 Determination of Compensation Value

In Equation (10), the weight ω is a compensation value for the expected benefit of CT. Generally,
a larger ω could reduce the opportunities for CT, but it also can reduce the retransmission rate
because the concurrent senders can deliver their packets more reliably. On the other hand, assign-
ing a relatively small value to ω could increase the transmission opportunities and increase the
retransmission rate caused by data collision, which may lead to high transmission delay. Thus,
assigning an appropriate value to ω is important for achieving high network performance, such
as one-hop delay and retransmission rate. To get the optimal value of ω for data forwarding pro-
tocols, we conduct evaluations on the indoor testbed illustrated in Figure 3. We plot the aver-
age retransmission count and average one-hop delay corresponding to the different settings of ω
in Figure 11(a) (DF protocol) and (b) (OF protocol), respectively. The experimental results plot-
ted in the figures indicate that 0.4 is the optimal value for deterministic forwarding protocol and
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Fig. 11. Effect of ω on performance in both deterministic forwarding and opportunistic forwarding.

Table 3. CDF of Synchronization Error

Synchronization error � 32μs �64 μs � 96μs
CDF 79% 97% 100%

0.55 is a reasonable value for opportunistic forwarding protocol. Noting that the optimal setting
of ω depends on many factors, such as network topologies, densities, traffic loads, and so forth,
the developer, assembler, and deployer of a practical network should re-evaluate the effectiveness
of different network parameters.

5.3 Effect of Synchronization Error on Performance

Note that the timestamp of SFD interruption (falling edge in Figure 9) at a deferred sender (e.g.,
node B in Figure 8) can accurately represent the specific time point when the ongoing sender (e.g.,
node A in Figure 8) will finish its data frame transmission. In the implementation of ALIGNER, the
time interval of triggering data frame transmitting strobe (Ttx_InRadio ) is pre-defined by system
manager and is invariant for all network nodes. Hence, the precision of the system timer is the
only influence on the accuracy of synchronization of ALIGNER. Taking our experimental platform
as an example, the highest achievable accuracy of the system timer is jiffy, which is one 30-second
millisecond in the widely applied CC2420 radio chip. In this section, we conduct experiments to
measure the distribution of synchronization error in ALIGNER by using a Telosb mote that is
equipped with CC2420. We randomly select two Telosb motes and connect them to a central com-
puter through a wire cable. Then, the central computer synchronizes the clocks of the selected
two motes. One of them successively generates data frames and transmits them repeatedly. It also
records the time of each SFD falling edge corresponding to the transmission completion time of
each data frame. The other mote records the time of the SFD rising edge and uses the size of the
data frame to infer the finishing time of the ongoing transmission, i.e., the time of the following
SFD falling edge. By comparing the time difference between the recorded and the inferred time
of the SFD falling edge of the two motes, we can compute the overall synchronization error for
concurrent transmission in practical application scenarios.

As shown in Table 3, the synchronization error is distributed between 0 and 64 μs. Note that the
TXRX turnaround time period (Tturnaround ) is a necessary period before replying to an ACK by
receiver. The TXRX turnaround time period is significantly larger than the synchronization error
even though an auto-ack mechanism is adopted by which the TXRX turnaround time period is
192 μs. What’s more, ALIGNER disables the auto-ack mechanism to achieve random back-off of
ACK, and the turnaround period can be up to 2 ms . In our experiments, the ACK loss caused by
mutual interference due to the synchronization error has never happened. We are confident that
this case will never happen if the turnaround period is far larger than the synchronization error.
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6 EVALUATION

In this section, we conduct extensive evaluations to test the performance of ALIGNER from two
aspects. We first introduce the experimental setting and performance indicator in the next sub-
section, then we demonstrate the efficiency of ALIGNER in Section 6.2. Moreover, we evaluate the
performance improvement of data forwarding protocols by using ALIGNER and comparing with
the state-of-the-art CT protocols in Section 6.3. Finally, we also evaluate the effect of ALIGNER on
performance improvement in opportunistic forwarding protocols in Section 6.4.

6.1 Experimental Setting and Performance Indicator

Our experiments are conducted in an indoor testbed with 50 Telosb motes which are deployed on
our 40× 70 m2 office as shown in Figure 3. By setting different transmission power levels (RF output
power) to testbed networks, these motes automatically form multi-hop networks with different
densities and topologies. All experiments are conducted in the 19th Zigbee wireless channel which
is overlapped with part of the WiFi operating frequency of the office APs. All senders transmit
80-byte data packets in the experiments. The wake-up interval is set to 512 ms. When a node
wakes up, it has to perform a Clear Channel Assessment to assess channel condition. This period
is a constant at about 11 ms. During this period, if the sensor node detects a busy channel condition,
it extends its radio-on period to receive potentially incoming packets. The extended active period
in TinyOS-2.1.1 is defaulted to 30 ms. All network nodes work in duty-cycled mode except sink
node. When a node wakes up, if the shared channel is clear and the node has no data packet to
transmit, it will keep in active state for 11 ms, and then it turns off the radio and returns to a
sleeping state. However, if it has a data packet to transmit, it will remain in a listening state to try
to occupy a shared channel. After the completion of data transmission, it returns to sleeping state
by turning off the radio. Note that external interference could cause the node’s active state to be
extended even if the disturbed node has no data packet to transmit.

Except for the default 512 ms in TinyOS, we have also evaluated the effect of different wake-up
intervals on performance. The wake-up interval does have an impact on the overall system
performance; however, it shows the same conclusions of setting to a 512-ms wake-up interval:
ALIGNER can effectively eliminate ACK collisions in concurrent transmission and significantly
improve potential concurrent opportunities. Due to limited space and low correlation to the core
performance of ALIGNER, we will not discuss the effect of a wake-up interval on ALIGNER
performance in detail.

In the following sections, we use packet delivery ratio (PDR) as the indicator of network re-
liability. The energy consumption is measured by duty cycle, the portion of radio-on time, as a
platform-independent metric for energy efficiency. This metric is a good proxy for power, because
typical sensor platforms have their power profile dominated by the radio chip and transmitting
and listening operations commonly have a similar current draw. In addition, we use end-to-end
delay to express delivery latency. The delivery latency is defined as the time duration from the
time when a packet is put into the sender’s transmission buffer to the time when the sink node
receives the packet.

6.2 Efficiency of ALIGNER

To demonstrate the efficiency of turning exposed terminals into transmission opportunities by
ALIGNER, we conduct experiments to reveal the performance gap between a widely approved CT
approach for DF protocol (denoted as DF-Typical) and ALIGNER (denoted as DF-Aligner), and the
performance gap between DF-Aligner and the best CT approach (denoted as DF-Optimal), which is
with the highest harnessing ratio of exposed terminals. Similarly, we also evaluate the performance
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Fig. 12. CDF of intra-node waiting time in experimental scenario where nodes are free from external inter-

ference.

of a widely applied opportunistic forwarding protocol ORW [Landsiedel et al. 2012] (denoted as
OF-Typical), an opportunistic forwarding protocol built upon ALIGNER (denoted as OF-Aligner),
and a tailor-made opportunistic forwarding strategy with the best concurrency harnessing ratio
(denoted as OF-Optimal). The experimental setup of opportunistic forwarding is the same as that
of deterministic forwarding.

DF-Typical considers the ACK loss caused by mutual interference when it harnesses exposed
terminals, and it does not adopt a synchronization mechanism and a random back-off ACK mech-
anism. On the contrary, DF-Optimal completely ignores ACK loss during CT (see below). For each
of these experiments, we design an intuitive and controllable experimental scenario as shown in
one of the figures, Figure 4(a)–(c). In each specific scenario, we evaluate the performance of DF-
Typical, DF-Aligner, and DF-Optimal, respectively. The wake-up interval is set to 512 ms. Each
sender will randomly generate a packet in its next wake-up interval once the previous packet has
been successfully delivered. The selected four nodes are all connected to a central computer to
report each packet’s generating time at two senders and report the successful data delivery time,
e.g, the ACK receipt time at senders for DF-Typical and the data receipt time at receivers for DF-
Optimal. Furthermore, because DF-Optimal disables the ACK mechanism, once a receiver receives
a packet, the central computer should immediately notify the corresponding sender so that it can
generate the next packet. The CT metric presented in Section 4 is used for them to construct a
concurrent decision, but DF-Typical should further consider the ACK loss caused by mutual inter-
ference in Equation (8). The network overhead for constructing a concurrent decision in the initial
stage is filtered out from all experimental results. OF protocols can directly use ALIGNER for data
forwarding, hence the experimental scenarios and system setting of OF are the same as those of DF.

6.2.1 Intra-Node Waiting Time. For each experimental scenario as illustrated in Figure 4, we
repeat the experiments by changing the position of each node to construct various possible cases
in practical networks. Additionally, we also change the number of potential receivers of each
sender in evaluating OF-Typical, OF-Aligner, and OF-Optimal for opportunistic forwarding proto-
col. By collecting the reported intra-node waiting time of each packet, we plot the CDF of them in
Figure 12. As shown by Figure 12(a), the distribution of the intra-node waiting time of DF-Aligner
is extremely close to that of DF-Optimal. Note that DF-Optimal can completely turn exposed ter-
minals into transmission opportunities without suffering ACK loss or collision. The very small
performance gap indicates that ACK loss/collision in DF-Aligner is rare. However, because DF-
Typical should further consider ACK collision resulted by mutual interference when it constructs
the CT decision, the harnessing ratio of an exposed terminal is significantly decreased compared
with DF-Optimal and DF-Aligner. Furthermore, in concurrent transmission, DF-Typical cannot
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Fig. 13. CDF of intra-node waiting time in experimental scenario where nodes suffer from the coexisting

wireless interference.

Table 4. The Harnessing Ratio of Exposed Terminals

Protocols DF-Aligner DF-Typical OF-Aligner OF-Typical
Harnessing ratio 71% 34% 83% 43.7%

avoid the mutual interference on ACK collision. As shown by the figure, the intra-node waiting
time of DF-Typical is 1.9× that of DF-Aligner.

The distribution of the intra-node waiting time of OF is also plotted in Figure 12(b). Because
each sender has a set of potential receivers and they asynchronously wake up during a wake-up
interval, the intra-node waiting time is significantly decreased compared with DF. In practical net-
works, the more the potential receiver is, the less the expected intra-node waiting time is. Similarly,
the performance gap between OF-Aligner and OF-Optimal is so small that we can conclude that
ALIGNER can significantly turn exposed terminals into transmission opportunities.

6.2.2 Impact of Network Dynamics. The experiments mentioned above are conducted in an
interference-free environment. Moreover, we also evaluate these prototypes in an indoor scenario
using the 19th wireless channel that is overlapped with WiFi. In this condition, we conduct the
same experiments mentioned above and collect the recorded intra-node waiting time. We plot the
distribution of waiting time in Figure 13. As shown by the figures, by suffering the external inter-
ference, the distribution of the intra-node waiting time of ALIGNER varies little. This is because,
although external interference has an impact on data frame decoding at receiver and ACK decod-
ing at senders, it does not deprive the transmission opportunities. In contrast, DF-Typical cannot
harness most of the exposed terminals. If an ongoing sender cannot quickly deliver its packet due
to data collision caused by external interference, the deferred sender should keep waiting, bringing
about a significantly increased intra-node waiting time.

6.2.3 Harnessing Exposed Terminals. During the above experiments, each node also records the
following information: when a new packet is generated, whether the wireless channel is occupied
by another ongoing sender. If so, whether it can concurrently transmit with the ongoing sender.
According to the statistical data, we compute the exposed terminal harnessing ratios and list them
in Table 4. Because DF-Typical should further consider the influence of mutual interference on ACK
decoding, most of the exposed terminals cannot be turned into transmission opportunities. The
statistical results indicate that by eliminating the mutual interference on ACK decoding, ALIGNER
can double (increased by 1.05×) the harnessing ratio of exposed terminals in deterministic forward-
ing. In opportunities forwarding, the harnessing ratio is also increased by 89.7%. The experimental
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Table 5. ACK Collision Ratio in CT by Using ALIGNER and in

Non-Concurrent Transmission by Using BoX-MAC

Experimental ACK collision ratio
setup Mean Minimum Maximum

Concurrent ALIGNER 0.92% 0.33% 1.63%
Non-concurrent BoX-MAC 0.75% 0.26% 1.33%

Fig. 14. Distribution of ACK receipt ratio of both DF and OF in concurrent transmission.

results demonstrate that the effect of mutual interference on ACK decoding has a significant im-
pact on harnessing exposed terminals.

6.2.4 ACK Collision Ratio. In this subsection, we conduct experiments to evaluate the ACK
collision ratio by adopting ALIGNER for CT. We randomly select two neighboring senders to con-
currently transmit data packets to their receivers. Both the senders and receivers are all connected
to the central controller via wireline. Receivers report the receipt time of each data packet and
the corresponding time of replying an ACK to sender. By receiving an ACK, senders report the
receipt time of ACK to the central controller. For each pair of sender and receiver, at least 500 data
packets have been transmitted. We also conduct experiments to test the ACK collision ratio when
senders adopt BoX-MAC [Moss and Levis 2008] (an enhanced LPL-based MAC protocol) to trans-
mit a data packet in non-concurrent mode. If a receiver replies an ACK while the corresponding
sender cannot receive it, we consider that an ACK collision occurred. By selecting different senders
and receivers to repeat this experiment, we compute the ACK collision ratio of each pair of sender
and receiver by using ALIGNER to achieve concurrent transmission.

As shown in Table 5, the mean (minimum and maximum) ACK collision ratio of ALIGNER is
0.92% (0.33% and 1.63%), which is slightly higher than the mean ACK collision ratio (0.75%) of BoX-
MAC which transmits data in non-concurrent mode. Compared with BoX-MAC, the additional
ACK collision ratio of ALIGNER, which is about 0.17%, is mainly caused by the collision of ACKs
which are simultaneously replied by different receivers. Compared with the significantly improved
harnessing ratio of exposed terminals, the slightly increased ACK collision has little impact on the
performance of data forwarding.

6.2.5 Efficiency of Random Back-Off Mechanism. In this subsection, we conduct experiments
to evaluate the performance of the random back-off mechanism of ALIGNER. In our experiments,
two senders concurrently transmit data packets and the corresponding receivers keep their radio
always on. Hence, once the senders simultaneously complete their data frame transmission,
receivers will reply ACKs to the senders during the ACK waiting period. If a receiver replies to an
ACK while the corresponding senders cannot decode it, we deem that an ACK collision occurs.
Then, we compute the ACK receipt ratio of each sender and plot the CDF of all ratios in Figure 14.
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Fig. 15. Impact of extra overhead caused by generating and maintaining concurrent transmission metrics

on network performance.

Table 6. ACK Collision Brings About Extra

Intra-Node Waiting Time, Where the

Time Unit is Tf ixed_span

Extra waiting time 1 unit 2 units 3 units
DF 87.5% 7.9% 3.1%
OF 91.4% 5.1% 1.6%

During CT, the simple random back-off mechanism can guarantee the reliable ACK receipt at
senders although multiple receivers reply ACKs during the short ACK waiting period. Note that
in our OF experiments, each sender has two or three receivers. The more ACKs replied during the
waiting period, the more serious the ACK collision is. The experimental results can demonstrate
this conclusion. Overall, the average ACK receipt ratio of DF reaches up to 94.8% and that of OF
is 91.7%.

6.2.6 Impact of the Overhead for Concurrent Transmission Metrics. Here, we conduct exper-
iments in the indoor testbed to test the impact of extra overhead introduced by generating
and maintaining concurrent transmission metrics on network performance. We respectively
evaluate the performance of DF-Typical, DF-Aligner, OF-Typical, and OF-Aligner with the same
experiment settings. We set the inter-packet interval of each network node to 4 minutes. We
compute the average single hop delay and average radio duty cycle of all nodes in Figure 15. As
shown by the figure, on the performance of DF under such harsh conditions, the extra overhead
of ALIGNER brings 0.9% extra delay and 0.75% extra energy consumption; and for OF under
this condition, the extra overhead of ALIGNER brings 0.3% extra delay and 0.43% extra energy
consumption. The extra overhead caused by ALIGNER and the impact of the overhead on network
performance is very limited, because ALIGNER adopts both network probe and data packet footer
to share the cpdrs. However, considering the benefit of exploiting concurrency opportunity, we are
confident that ALIGNER can significantly improve network performance by harnessing potential
concurrency opportunities for both deterministic and opportunistic forwarding protocols.

6.2.7 Impact of ACK Collision. ACK collision could bring about data frame retransmission. The
time cost for transmitting a data frame is set to Tf ixed_span by ALIGNER. By setting the time unit
to Tf ixed_span , we analyze the extra intra-node waiting time resulting by ACK collision and list
the analysis results in Table 6. In most cases (87.5% for deterministic forwarding and 92.4% for
opportunistic forwarding), ACK collision only brings about 1 unit of extra intra-node waiting time,
and no more than 2% brings about more than 3 units of extra waiting time. These experimental
results benefit from the feature of LPL [Buettner et al. 2006]: If a node senses a busy channel, it
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Fig. 16. Performance of DF-Aligner, C-MAC, CMAP, and E-CSMA in a busy network where each node gen-

erates a packet every 30 seconds.

will extend its listening time to enhance the reliability of data forwarding. If the previous ACK was
collided, the sender immediately retransmits its data frame, then the receiver will again reply an
ACK. Hence, we can conclude that the ACK collision of ALIGNER has little impact on intra-node
waiting time.

Note that ALIGNER is a necessary complement to existing CT approaches. It can significantly
improve the performance of concurrent transmission by combining with them. However, the
overall performance of concurrent transmission is dependent on not only the operation effect of
ALIGNER, but also the adopted concurrent metrics and wireless link measurement. Hence, some
network parameters, such as node density, traffic load, and link quality, are likely to affect the over-
all performance of concurrent transmission, which is beyond the scope of this article. Even so, once
the concurrent metrics allow senders to transmit a data frame in a concurrent way, ALIGNER can
effectively avoid ACK collision during concurrent transmission, which is not affected by these
network parameters.

6.3 ALIGNER for Deterministic Data Forwarding

To further evaluate the performance of ALIGNER in low power ad-hoc networks, we further per-
form experiments in the indoor testbed with 50 nodes. We have reimplemented and used several
related methods that are implemented based on TinyOS. For DF, we first use the ready-made CTP
and BoX-MAC to test the performance of non-concurrent data transmission (denoted as DF-BoX-
MAC). The performance of BoX-MAC is regarded as a baseline to see how much improvement
can be taken from CT. In addition, we also integrated ALIGNER into CTP and LPL (marked as DF-
Aligner), implemented the channel probability based E-CSMA [Eisenman and Campbell 2007] that
is proposed to address exposed/hidden terminals, implemented C-MAC [Sha et al. 2009], which is
a physical interference model based CT protocol, and implemented the conflict graph [Liu et al.
2015] based approach for harnessing exposed terminals (marked as CMAP). Due to the different
constructing process of CT decision, for fairness, there’s plenty of time (2 minutes in our experi-
ments) to construct the CT decision for each experiment and we filter out the network overhead
of the constructing process when we analyze the experimental results.

We construct a busy network by setting each node’s inter-packet interval to 30 seconds and
simulate an event-driven network where 10 selected neighboring nodes will continuously generate
packets. Each event will last for 30 seconds and the event normally occurs every 5 minutes. Each
node’s radio power level is set to 5 to form multiple hops networks. The wake-up interval is 512 ms.
All network nodes are synchronized to an external control node by overhearing a synchronization
message. We perform DF-BoX-MAC, DF-Aligner, C-MAC, CMAP, and E-CSMA in the testbed,
respectively. We analyze the end-to-end delay of each packet, and the energy consumption and
packet delivery ratio of each node. Then we plot the experimental results in Figures 16 and 17,
respectively.
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Fig. 17. Performance of DF-Aligner, C-MAC, CMAP, and E-CSMA in an event-driven network.

Table 7. Performance Difference between DF-Aligner

and DF-BoX-MAC in Busy Network

Protocols DF-Aligner DF-Box-MAC
Avg. PDR 99.83% 99.58%

Avg. Duty cycle 7.35% 9.29%
Avg. One-hop Delay 125 ms 221 ms

Table 8. Performance Difference between DF-Aligner

and DF-BoX-MAC in Event-Driven Network

Protocols DF-Aligner DF-Box-MAC
Avg. PDR 98.51% 72.57%

Avg. Duty cycle 9.23% 19.29%
Avg. One-hop Delay 131 ms 383 ms

No matter the busy network or event-driven network, DF-Aligner achieves the best performance
compared with C-MAC, CMAP, and E-CSMA. By fully harnessing exposed terminals, DF-Aligner
significantly reduces the intra-node waiting time, so as to reduce the radio duty cycle and the
end-to-end delay of each packet. As shown by Figures 16(a) and 17(a), the radio duty cycle of DF-
Aligner is smaller than CMAP by 34%, smaller than C-MAC by 38%, and smaller than E-CSMA by
up to 45%. Moreover, by exploiting the potential transmission opportunities, DF-Aligner quickly
guides network packets to the sink node. The relatively small number of network packets result in
less interference. As shown in Figures 16(b) and 17(b), DF-Aligner can provide the highest packet
delivery ratio. CMAP is inferior to DF-Aligner. Because CMAP should consider the effect of mu-
tual interference on ACK decoding, a great portion of exposed terminals cannot be harnessed by
CMAP. Similarly, E-CSMA also considers the impact of mutual interference on ACK decoding. Due
to the complex mapping relationship between channel signal strength and forwarding decision,
the channel probability based E-CSMA has the worst performance. Different from CMAP and E-
CSMA, the physical interference model based C-MAC is proposed to transmit large data block.
However, in the vast majority of practical networks, C-MAC cannot exert its advantage. Accord-
ing to the experimental results, we can conclude that DF-Aligner significantly outperforms CMAP,
C-MAC, and E-CSMA.

As a baseline, we can see that in all scenarios with busy network traffic or event-driven burst
traffic, the delivery ratio, radio duty cycle, and transmission latency of DF-Aligner outperforms
DF-BoX-MAC. As shown in Tables 7 and 8, for networks with busy traffic load, by harnessing
exposed terminals and fully avoiding ACK collision, ALIGNER can save energy consumption by
26.4%, and reduce one-hop transmission latency by 76.8% compared with the CSMA-based BoX-
MAC. Moreover, in event-driven networks, the packet delivery ratio of DF-Aligner is 98.51%, which
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Fig. 18. Performance of OF-Aligner, COF, and ORW in opportunistic forwarding.

significantly outperforms the 72.57% of DF-BoX-MAC. For this kind of event-driven application
scenario, when networks experience a sudden surge of traffic, exposed terminals can significantly
impact network data transmissions. On that basis, the averaged radio duty cycle of DF-BoX-MAC
increases sharply up to 19.29%, and the averaged one-hop data transmission latency increases to
383 ms. Compared with DF-BoX-MAC, the averaged radio duty cycle of DF-ALIGENR is only 9.23%,
and the one-hop transmission delay is 131 ms.

6.4 ALIGNER in Opportunistic Forwarding

We also implement several related approaches for concurrent transmission in OF. We integrate
ALIGNER into the open source code opportunistic forwarding protocol ORW [Landsiedel et al.
2012] and LPL (marked as OF-Aligner), implement the conflict graph based COF [Liu et al. 2015]
(COF is the CT enabled ORW in low power opportunistic forwarding), and use the open source
code of ORW.

In this experiment, we construct a busy network by setting each node’s inter-packet interval to
30 seconds. The CDFs of nodes’ radio duty cycle and packet delivery ratio are plotted in Figure 18(a)
and (b), respectively. The experimental results indicate that by fully harnessing the exposed ter-
minals, OF-Aligner can significantly reduce radio duty cycle. In addition, the packet delivery ratio
of OF-Aligner is as reliable as both ORW and COF.

7 RELATED WORK

Concurrent transmission is a well-known concept in wireless networks. MACA [Karn 1990] ob-
serves that carrier sense cannot fully utilize the capacity of a wireless channel. Many works are
proposed to address this problem. By removing the potential ACK collisions, ALIGNER mainly
targets on improving the throughput of concurrent transmission in duty cycle wireless networks.
Next, we divide most of the existing mechanisms into three categories.

Capture Effect: In wireless communication, capture effect [Roberts 1975; Whitehouse et al.
2005] indicates that a receiver can successfully decode the strongest signal when the strongest
signal fulfills the spacial and temporal constraints. Some mechanisms are proposed to construct
capture effect and enable CT. Habbab et al. [1989] and Kim and Lee [1999] theoretically investigate
the modulation and coding schemes of capture effect in ALOHA and 802.11 networks, respectively.
Moreover, by adjusting the transmission timing of concurrent frames to fulfill the constraints of
capture effect, Ferrari et al. [2011], Lu and Whitehouse [2009], and Cao et al. [2017] improve the
network throughput in sensor networks. ALIGNER is parallel with these mechanisms. Combining
with ALIGNER, the network throughput can be further improved.

Parameter Adjustment: Some works enable CT by adjusting protocol parameters (e.g., trans-
mission power, carrier sense threshold) in wireless ad-hoc networks. On one hand, several works
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[Lin et al. 2006; Sha et al. 2009] are designed to mitigate data collision by adjusting transmission
power. On the other hand, adjusting the carrier sense threshold of CSMA is exploited in both
802.11 [Brodsky and Morris 2009] and sensor [Boano et al. 2010] networks. Parameter adjustment
can optimize the network performance, but it can never completely solve the problem. Different
from parameter adjustment strategies, ALIGNER can improve the network throughput by fully
turning exposed terminals into transmission opportunities.

Conflict Graph: Conflict graph is a widely used tool to schedule CT and avoid collisions. Ac-
cording to different link models of conflict graph, existing works can be divided into two categories.
The first category is based on a physical model [Gupta and Kumar 2000; Rhee et al. 2009], in which
transmissions over two links are either collision or collision-free. Compared with ALIGNER, the
physical model is more conservative so that it prohibits part of the concurrent opportunities. The
second category [Zhou et al. 2013] uses the signal strength of other links to illustrate the condi-
tion of interference. The per-link signal strength is either actively [Liu et al. 2009; Vutukuru et al.
2008] or passively [Liu et al. 2010; Shrivastava et al. 2011] measured. Besides the signal strength,
the timing constraints of CT are equally important in duty cycle networks. ALIGNER carefully
designs both passively measured CT metric and timing alignment to fully explore the capacity of
CT.

Although different from traditional CT techniques that adopt constructive interference or cap-
ture effects on the physical layer, we still use the term “concurrent transmission” to emphasize that
ALIGNER is proposed to optimize the concurrency opportunities in low power ad-hoc networks.
Different from the transmission protocols based on constructive interference or capture effect, the
carry out of ALIGNER depends on a concurrent metric, such as cpdr or the signal-to-interference-
plus-noise-ratio model, which tells ALIGNER whether it is feasible to perform CT. On that basis,
ALIGNER schedules neighboring senders to concurrently access a shared wireless channel for data
transmission. Hence, ALIGNER still falls into the category of a CT technique.

ALIGENR is also related to some other works that mainly focus on energy efficiency or collision
resolution, such as ContikiMAC [Dunkels 2012] and Strawman [Osterlind et al. 2012]. ContikiMAC
was proposed to provide extremely outstanding energy efficiency by adopting a fast sleep and
phase lock mechanism. Compared with the current implementation of ALIGNER, ContikiMAC
can provide better energy efficiency performance. Even so, ALIGNER can provide more trans-
mission opportunities for neighboring senders with the ubiquitous exposed terminals. Actually,
ContikiMAC and ALIGNER are respectively proposed to address different problems in wireless
networks. We look forward to combining the ALIGNER technique with ContikiMAC for both har-
nessing exposed terminals and providing excellent energy efficiency performance in the future
work. Strawman [Osterlind et al. 2012] is a contention resolution mechanism that applies to the
scenarios that multiple senders transmit data packets to the same receiver. By adopting Strawman,
the receiver lets multiple senders contend for the next data transmission time by simultaneously
sending contention packets with different lengths after detecting a data collision. The sender with
the longest contention packet wins and then completes its transmission in the next time slot. Dif-
ferent from Strawman, ALIGNER is designed for ACK collision avoidance in harnessing exposed
terminals, which probably involve multiple senders and different receivers.

This article is an extended version of the paper presented at EWSN 2019 [Liu et al. 2019]. Com-
pared with the conference version, in this article, we have added the following content: (i) We
have added the quantification of the proportion of suppressed opportunities of CT in exposed ter-
minals by using opportunistic forwarding. (ii) We additionally use ALIGNER to achieve concur-
rent transmission for opportunistic forwarding. (iii) We propose a new ACK collision avoidance
mechanism for ALIGNER. It can optionally use a random back-off and slotted ACK mechanism to
avoid potential collision among simultaneously arrived ACKs in opportunistic forwarding. (iv) We
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additionally conduct experiments to demonstrate the efficiency of a random back-off mechanism,
the efficiency of ALIGNER in opportunistic forwarding, and the impact of ACK collision. (v) We
additionally discuss the limitations of ALIGNER.

8 DISCUSSIONS

8.1 Overhearing and Energy Consumption

By adopting ALIGNER, a new sender should overhear a full data frame from the ongoing sender to
make a correct transmission decision. Compared with a traditional data forwarding mechanism,
if the shared channel is not free, rather than keeping the radio on and repeating the same carrier
sense-defer process to obtain access to the channel, a new sender can decide whether it can quickly
access the busy channel once it overhears an ongoing data frame. Compared with the energy
consumption for idle waiting, the slight energy consumption for overhearing an ongoing data
frame is cost-effective.

8.2 Slotted ACK and Energy Consumption

In ALIGNER, the gap between transmissions is designed for receiving a potential upcoming ACK
and avoiding ACK collision. The time span is adjustable, which is dependent on the data forwarding
mechanism, i.e., deterministic forwarding or opportunistic forwarding. If using a deterministic
forwarding mechanism, the gap can be designed to be the same as the state-of-the-state protocols
for saving energy, otherwise, if using an opportunistic forwarding mechanism, because backcast
is disabled, the potential multiple simultaneously arrived ACKs without strict synchronization are
likely collided. To avoid ACK collision in this case, ALIGNER adopts a random back-off mechanism
and slotted time to reply an ACK.

8.3 Side Effect of ALIGNER

ALIGNER is proposed to fully turn exposed terminals into transmission opportunities for CT pro-
tocols. Although, ALIGNER can address the ACK collision problem very well between concurrent
senders. However, the significantly increased transmission opportunities in the whole network
could also increase hidden terminal problems, which could further impact both data forwarding
and ACK reception. Hidden terminal is an inherent problem in wireless networks, which is left for
future work.

8.4 Scalability to Different Hardware

ALIGNER is a generic approach for eliminating ACK collision in concurrent transmission. How-
ever, before aligning the end of potential concurrent data frames, ALIGNER needs to know the
size of the data frame of the concurrent sender. ALIGNER exploits the SFD state of radio chip to
determine the data frame on-air time, which depends on the size of the data frame. As illustrated
by Figure 8, the SFD pin goes high after the SFD field has been completely received, and it goes
low again only after the last byte of the data frame has been received. Note that a SFD mechanism
has been applied to all existing RF technologies for data frame transmission. ALIGNER can be well
transferred to wireless devices with different RF transceivers.

9 CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose ALIGNER, which can completely prevent ACK corruption during CT.
The basic concept is to align the end of all concurrently transmitted packets. Thus, during the com-
mon ACK waiting period, all ACKs do not suffer from the interference of the exposed terminal.
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To further avoid the collision of multiple ACKs in OF, ALIGNER optionally adopts the strategies
of random back-off and slotted ACK. In addition, for ALIGNER, we present a tailor-made metrics
to analyze the feasibility of CT. We have integrated ALIGNER with both deterministic and oppor-
tunistic forwarding protocols. Experimental results demonstrate that ALIGNER can significantly
increase concurrency opportunities.

Based on ALIGNER, we could further carry out research in the following aspects:

(1) ALIGNER is proposed to fully turn exposed terminals into transmission opportunities for
CT protocols. Although ALIGNER can solve the ACK collision problem, the significantly
increased transmission opportunities in the whole network could also increase hidden
terminal problems, which could further impact both data forwarding and ACK reception.
Hidden terminal is an inherent problem in wireless networks, which is left for future work.

(2) ALIGNER is currently only implemented based on TinyOS because we have plenty of
experience in TinyOS system development. We are learning to use other systems now,
such as Contiki [Contiki 2003]. We plan to conduct experiments by using both TinyOS
and other systems in the future.
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